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the book cant help but raise questions about the state of the planet, but haskells treatment of
the subject is more playful than didactic. if the book is an aircraft carrier, then its a furry little
archerfish. hes an accomplished poet, a naturalist, and a storyteller. but in the songs of trees,
he is less a scientist and more a storyteller, a writer who wants to make us see what hes seen
through his own eyes. whatever his facts, hes not interested in proving a point. hes simply a
lover of trees, and those who share his passion will be comforted, and strengthened, by the

goodness of the worlds forest. hes intensely interested in the history of the idea of trees. hes
fascinated by the work of the nineteenth-century naturalists like charles darwin, whose on the
origin of species gave us an understanding of the evolutionary origin of trees, and whose the

descent of man gave us a less optimistic view of human nature. hes also intrigued by the work
of charles elton, a plant ecologist, who co-founded the science of ecosystem ecology. haskells
trees sound like the trees we remember from our childhoods, and that is a tribute to his skill as
a writer. it is also a tribute to his interest in the history of science and to his belief that science

is a human enterprise. his trees were discovered by scientists, but were also discovered by
children, and the book is a testament to their relationship. hes not looking to start a flamewar,
nor to start a debate about whether trees should be planted in cities or not. hes simply in love
with trees, and thats what hes written about. he follows wherever the science takes him, and
this is a book with a narrative arc. hes story is told with the ease of a poet, and it is accessible

to all. its a book for both adults and children. i cant wait to read the rest of it. i want to visit
more trees. i want to see more of what it takes to make the music of trees.
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the songs of trees is a book with deep meaning and power. it explores the way we all live in the
forest, and what it means to live in a forest. it will show you that the forest is not an escape but
a place that you live in. in the songs of trees david haskell tells the story of the forest - from the
forests creation to their destruction - and the way we all connect to the trees. it is a journey into
the heart of the forest. among the leafy canopy of trees there is a whole other world, a world of
sound, of music. in the canopy of the forest are insects, wildlife, and a bewildering diversity of
sound that is as alien and otherworldly as the forest itself. the soundscapes of the forest are
unlike any other in the world. trees host a rich range of acoustic life. insects make musical

sounds. birds sing. insects chirp. woodpeckers drum. insects buzz. grasshoppers sing. animals
groan. people sing. even termites sing. in the songs of trees, you will hear a variety of sounds

made by trees, from the lowest levels of the trees canopy to their roots, from the leafy trunks to
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the boughs and the twigs. you will hear sounds made by woodpeckers. you will hear sounds
made by spiders, moles, centipedes and other insects. you will hear the sound of the wind. you

will hear the sound of birds. you will hear the sound of lovers. you will hear the sound of the
rain. you will hear the sound of a tree falling. you will hear the sound of animals. you will hear
the sound of people. and you will hear the song of the forest. the songs of trees is the thrilling
story of the sonic world within and around the world's trees. it is a journey into the heart of the
forest. among the leafy canopy of trees there is a whole other world, a world of sound, of music.
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